Confocal spectrofluorimetric evidence for the hetero-aggregation of sequence-scrambled forms of two model all-beta sheet proteins.
Can two unrelated proteins with deliberately compromised folding abilities, marked propensities to aggregate upon increase of protein concentration, and proclivities towards beta sheet formation, be caused to hetero-aggregate? We address this question here using the 'designer' backbone-reversed forms of two model all-beta sheet proteins, E. coli CspA and C. elegans HSP12.6, both earlier created and characterized by our group. These were covalently labeled with fluorescent dyes of well-resolved spectral characteristics [retro-CspA with FITC, and retro-HSP12.6 with TRITC] and then allowed to aggregate within the same reaction vessel. The resultant aggregates are shown by spectrofluorimetry-coupled confocal laser scanning microscopy to constitute uniform mixtures of both proteins, existing within every cylindrical volume element of approximately 200nm diameter, and comparable height, in all sections of the co-aggregated material suggesting that the two proteins do not selectively associate with copies of themselves during aggregation. Thus, it would appear that aggregation can occur without reference to protein molecular identity.